2010 subaru forester repair manual

Table of Contents. This manual describes the following vehicle types. Multiple vehicles and
model years service manual corrections 1 page. Subaru legacy automobile specification sheet 1
page. Summary of Contents for Subaru Forester Page 1 This manual describes the following
vehicle types. Emission Control Systems Warranty. Page 5: Vehicle Symbols Vehicle symbols
There are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Other- wise, the possibility of
serious injury becomes greater in the event of a sudden stop or acci Never hold a child on your
lap or in your arms while the vehicle is moving. The passenger cannot protect the child from
injury in a collision, because the child will be caught between the passen- ger and objects
inside the vehi- cle. Page 8: Drinking And Driving gine exhaust system to prevent engine
exhaust gas from enter- ing the vehicle. Never run the engine in a closed space, such as a
garage, except for the brief time needed to drive the vehicle in or out of it. Page 9: Driving With
Pets When possible, you should share the driving with others. Other types of modifications
could affect its performance, safety or durability, and may even violate governmental
regulations. Check the tire pressure when the tires are cold. Use a pressure gauge to adjust the
tire pressures to the values shown on the tire placard. Except U. If your vehicle is equipped with
the genuine SUBARU navigation system, the settings for some of these functions can be
changed using the navigation monitor. Never adjust the seat while driv- ing to avoid the
possibility of loss of vehicle control and of personal injury. Before adjusting the seat, make sure
the hands and feet of rear seat passengers and cargo are clear of the adjusting mechan- ism.
Forward and backward adjustment Pull the lever upward and slide the seat to the desired
position. Then release the lever and move the seat back and forth to make sure that it is
securely locked into place. When the lever is pulled up, the seat rises. The height of the seat can
be adjusted by moving the seat cushion adjustment lever up and down. Page Head Restraint
Adjustment WARNING To prevent the passenger from slid- ing under the seatbelt in the event of
a collision, always put the seatback in the upright position while the vehicle is in motion. Also,
do not place objects such as cushions between the passenger and the seatback. If your vehicle
is involved in a rear-end collision, have an authorized SUBARU dealer in- spect the active head
restraints. The active head restraints may not operate in the event the vehicle experiences only
a slight impact in the rear. Do not put cushions or any other materials between occupants and
seatbacks or seat cushions. If you do so, the risk of sliding under the lap belt and of the lap belt
sliding up over the abdomen will increase, and both can result in serious internal injury or Page
Reclining The Seatback If Equipped To raise the head restraint, pull it up while pressing the
release button on the top of the seatback. To lower it, push the head restraint down while
pressing the release button. When the rear-center seating position is occupied, raise the head
restraint to an appropriate position depending on your sitting height. After returning the rear
seatback to its original position, be certain to place all of the seatbelts and the tab attached to
the seat cushion above the seat cushion. Other- wise, the possibility of serious injury becomes
greater in the event of a sudden stop or acci- dent. Page Emergency Locking Retractor Elr Seat,
seatbelt and SRS airbags tions only and then if necessary move the child closer to the belt
buckle to help provide a good shoulder belt fit. Never use a belt that is twisted or reversed. Page
37 CAUTION Metallic parts of the seatbelt can become very hot in a vehicle that has been closed
up in sunny weath- er; they could burn an occupant. Do not touch such hot parts until they cool.
Front seatbelts 1. Adjust the seat position according to the following procedure. If it does,
adjust the seatbelt anchor to a lower position. Placing the shoulder belt over the neck may
result in neck injury during sudden braking or in a collision. Page 39 Push the button on the
buckle. Before closing the door, make sure that the belts are retracted properly to avoid
catching the belt webbing in the door. Page 40 Seat, seatbelt and SRS airbags The rear center
seatbelt is stowed in a recessed compartment located in the ceiling above the cargo area.
Remove the tongue plate from the slot in the recessed compartment and pull out the seatbelt
slowly. Page 41 6. Place the lap belt as low as possible on your hips, not on your waist.
Unfastening the seatbelt Push the release button of the center seatbelt buckle on the left-hand
side to unfasten the seatbelt. NOTE When the seatback is folded down for greater cargo area, it
is necessary to disconnect the connector. Page System Monitors. If the front seatbelt retractor
assem- bly or surrounding area has been damaged, contact your SUBARU dealer as soon as
possible. When you sell your vehicle, we urge you to explain to the buyer that it has seatbelt
pretensioners by alerting him to the contents of this section. Page Choosing A Child Restraint
System only a child restraint system that has a bottom base that fits snugly against the
contours of the seat cushion and can be securely retained using the seatbelt. Child restraint
systems and seat- belts can become hot in a vehicle that has been closed up in sunny weather;
they could burn a small child. Page 49 6. Push and pull the child restraint system forward and
from side to side to check if it is firmly secured. Sometimes a child restraint can be more firmly
secured by pushing it down into the seat cushion and then tightening the seatbelt. Page 50

Seat, seatbelt and SRS airbags 4. Take up the slack in the lap belt. Page Installing A Booster
Seat 9. To remove the child restraint system, press the release button on the seatbelt buckle
and allow the belt to retract completely. The belt will return to the ELR mode. In an accident, this
can increase the risk or severity of injury to the child. Page 53 Your vehicle is equipped with
four lower anchorages bars and three upper an- chorages tether anchorages for accommodating such child restraint systems. The lower anchorages bars are used for installing a
child restraint system only on the rear seat window-side seating posi- tions. Page 54 6. To
remove the child restraint system, follow the reverse procedures of installa- tion. When
installing a child restraint system using top tether, proceed as follows, while observing the
instructions by the child restraint system manufacturer. Attach the child restraint top tether
hook to the appropriate upper anchorage. Tighten the top tether securely. Page 57 senger, and
window-side rear passen- gers These SRS airbags are designed only as a supplement to the
primary protec- tion provided by the seatbelt. The system also controls front seatbelt
pretensioners. Put children aged 12 and under in the rear seat properly restrained at all times.
The SRS airbag deploys with considerable speed and force and can injure or even kill children,
especially if they are 12 years of age and under and are not restrained or improperly restrained.
Page 59! The SRS airbag deploys with considerable force and can injure or even kill the child.
Occu- pants who are out of proper position when the SRS airbag deploys could suffer very
serious injuries. This is normal. Observe the following precautions. Failure to do so may
prevent the SUBARU advanced frontal airbag system from functioning correctly or cause the
system to fail. Page 63 SRS airbag system warning light will illuminate. If your vehicle has
sustained impact, this may affect the proper function of the SUBARU advanced frontal airbag
system. Page 64 Seat, seatbelt and SRS airbags facing child restraint system and a small child
is restrained with it. The seat is equipped with a booster seat and a small child is in the booster
seat. Page 65 OFF indicator turns off after taking relevant corrective actions de- scribed above,
relocate the child restraint system to the rear seat and immediately contact your SUBARU
dealer for an inspection. Page 66 Subaru of America, Inc. Customer Dealer Services Department
P. Page 69! Page 70 Seat, seatbelt and SRS airbags! The vehicle strikes an object, such as a
telephone pole or sign pole. The vehicle slides under the load bed of a truck. They do not do
away with the need to fasten seatbelts. It is also important to wear your seatbelt to help avoid
injuries that can result when an occupant is not seated in a proper Page 74 Seat, seatbelt and
SRS airbags A hands-free microphone or other accessory in such a loca- tion could be
propelled through the cabin with great force by the curtain airbag, or it could prevent correct
deployment of the curtain airbag. In either case, the result could be serious injuries. Page 75
vehicle, the control module inflates the curtain airbags. After the deployment, the SRS side
airbag immediately starts to deflate. The time required from detection of an impact to deflation
of an SRS side airbag after deployment is shorter than the blink of an eye. Page 76 Seat,
seatbelt and SRS airbags! Examples of the types of accidents in which the SRS curtain airbag
will most likely deploy. A severe side impact near the front seat or the rear seat activates the
SRS curtain airbag. The vehicle rolls onto its side or the roof. Examples of the types of
accidents in which it is possible that the SRS side airbag and the SRS curtain airbag will deploy.
Page 78 Seat, seatbelt and SRS airbags! Examples of the types of accidents in which the SRS
side airbag is unlikely to deploy. The vehicle is involved in an oblique side-on impact. The
vehicle is involved in a side-on impact in an area outside the vicinity of the passenger
compartment. Page 79! Examples of the types of accidents in which the SRS curtain airbag is
unlikely to deploy. Page 80 Seat, seatbelt and SRS airbags! The vehicle is involved in frontal
collision with another vehicle moving or station- ary. The SRS air- bag control module, impact
sensors and airbag modules are stored in these areas. Page Attachment of any equipment side
steps or side sill protectors, etc. Page 85 Keys Key number plate Security ID plate Security
indicator light Key replacement Door locks Locking and unlocking from the outside Locking and
unlocking from the inside Battery drainage prevention function Power door locking switches
The master key and submaster key fit all locks on your vehicle. Page Security Id Plate If the
security indicator light does not flash, the immobilizer system may be faulty. In case an
unauthorized key is used e. NOTE A vehicle that is equipped with the Close the door. To lock
the door from the outside without the key, rotate the lock lever rearward and then close the
door. NOTE When leaving the vehicle, make sure you are holding the key before locking the
doors. Page Locking The Doors Keys and doors to the following two conditions: 1 This device
may not cause harmful inter- ference, and 2 this device must accept any interference received,
in- cluding interference that may cause undesired operation. Page Sounding A Panic Alarm 5.
The turn signal lights flash 3 times to indicate completion of the setting. Do not let dust, oil or
water get on or in the transmitter when repla- cing the battery. Page Replacing Lost
Transmitters head screwdriver. Remove the old battery from the holder. Refit the removed half

of the transmit- ter case. A label showing the code is affixed to the bag containing the
transmitter, and another is affixed to the circuit board inside the transmitter. If there is no bag,
open the transmitter case and make a note of the eight-digit number. Page 97 NOTE. The
electronic tone will stop sound- ing when you start entering the num- ber. If you do not start
entering the number using the lock switch before the electronic tone stops sounding, an error
will occur. In this event, perform the registration steps again beginning with part 3 of the
procedure. Page Keys and doors : Press to Arm the system. All doors and the rear gate will
lock, an electronic chirp will sound once, the turn signal lights will flash once, and the indicator
lights will start flashing rapidly. Open the doors and get out of the vehicle. Before closing the
doors, lock all doors with the inside door lock levers. Page Shock Sensors Dealer Option 30
seconds. The shock sensors are not always Page held. To close: Pull the switch up and hold it
until the window reaches the desired position. Page Rear Gate Keys and doors Rear gate The
rear gate can be locked and unlocked using any of the following systems. To open: Unlock the
rear gate and push the rear gate opener button to open the rear gate. A person could be
seriously injured if the vehicle stops suddenly or turns sharply or if the vehicle is involved in an
accident. The sun shade will also be opened together with the moonroof. If the moonroof is
opened, the sun shade also moves back. Page Instruments And Controls Ignition switch Key
reminder chime Ignition switch light Hazard warning flasher Meters and gauges Combination
meter illumination Headlight flasher Daytime running light system if equipped Automatic
headlight beam leveler models with HID headlights Turn signal lever And when the engine is
turned off, it takes a much greater effort than usual to steer. Page Key Reminder Chime contains
an immobilizer transponder. The key is near or touching another transmitter. Page The display
can be switched as shown below by pressing the trip knob. This may cause severe da- mage to
the engine. Page Seatbelt Warning Light And Chime Instruments and controls lights If any lights
fail to illuminate, it indicates a burned-out bulb or a malfunction of the corresponding system.
Page Charge Warning Light! Automatic transmission control system warning If the light flashes
after the engine starts, it may indicate that the automatic transmis- sion control system is not
working prop- erly. Page Models Should the warning light illuminate stea- dily after blinking for
approximately one minute, have the system inspected by your nearest SUBARU dealer as soon
as possible. If the light illuminates steadily after blinking NOTE If the warning light behavior is
as Page Security Indicator Light If the security indicator light does not flash, the immobilizer
system may not be func- tioning properly. NOTE The outside temperature indication may differ
from the actual outside temperature. The road surface freeze warning indication should be
treated only as a guide. Be sure to check the condition of the road surface before driving. Page
Light Control Switch tion indicator will automatically turn on when the battery voltage is disconnected and then reconnected for bat- tery replacement or fuse replacement. Light control switch
The light control switch only operates when the ignition key is inserted into the ignition switch.
You can adjust brightness of the instrument panel illumination for better visibility. Page Wiper
And Washer. Use clean water if windshield washer fluid is unavailable. Also, when driving the
vehicle when there are freezing tempera- tures, use non-freezing type wi- per blades. Do not
clean the wiper blades with gasoline or a solvent, such as paint thinner or benzine. Page ! The
operating interval can be adjusted continuously from the shortest interval to the longest. The
operating interval can be adjusted in nine steps. It also contains a built-in compass. By pressing
and releasing the left button, the automatic dimming function is toggled on or off. Page Outside
Mirrors Instruments and controls! Compass zone adjustment Compass calibration zones 1. The
zone setting is factory preset to Zone 8. Page Defogger And Deicer! To fold the outside mirrors,
push the power folding mirror switch. To unfold the mirrors, push the switch again. Models with
genuine SUBARU navi- gation system: The defogger and deicer system setting can be changed
for continuous operation using the navigation monitor. To prevent the battery from being
discharged, do not operate the defogger and deicer system con- tinuously for any longer than
necessary. Do not use sharp instruments or window cleaner containing abra- sives to clean the
inner surface of the rear window. This may cause loss of vehicle control and result in personal
injury. If the lever cannot be raised to the fixed position, adjust the steering wheel again. Page
Ventilator Air flow selection Center and side ventilators Manual climate control system if
equipped Control panel Heater operation Air conditioner operation Automatic climate control
system if equipped To use as full-automatic climate control system Center ventilators Move the
tab up and down or right and left to adjust the flow direction. Side ventilators Open Close
Thumb-wheel Move the tab up and down or right and left to adjust the flow direction. To open or
close the ventilator, turn the thumb-wheel up or down. Page Climate control! The fan speed
control dial is used to select four fan speeds. Air flow control dial This dial has the following
five positions: : Air flows through the instrument panel outlets. Switch to the OFF position as
soon as the outside dusty condition clears. Defrosting or defogging the wind- shield To direct

warm air to the windshield and front door windows To stop warm air flow from these outlets,
turn the corre- sponding thumb-wheel down. Heating To direct warm air toward the floor: 1. Set
the air inlet selection button to the OFF position. Page Automatic Climate Control System If
Equipped Climate control Automatic climate control system if equipped Although this climate
control system can be used as a full-automatic climate control system, it can also, if desired, be
used as a semi-automatic climate control system. When it is used as a full-automatic climate
control system, the outlet air temperature, fan speed, air flow distribution, air inlet control, and
air conditioner compressor Other positions: The fan speed can be adjusted in 7 steps.
Therefore, the meth- od of adding, changing or checking the refrigerant is different from the
method for CFC12 freon. Repairs needed as a result of using the wrong refrigerant are not
covered under warranty. Page Air Filtration System Under extremely dusty conditions, the filter
should be replaced more frequently. Replacement schedule Page Climate control 3. Replace the
air filter element with a new one. Reinstall the glove box, and connect the damper shaft. Close
the glove box. Page Climate control air filter as shown in the illustration. Page Audio Antenna
system Roof antenna FM reception Installation of accessories Audio set Type A audio set if
equipped Type B audio set if equipped Power and sound controls Power switch and volume
control Sound control Be sure to lower the antenna rod before entering garages, parking towers
and other locations with low ceilings. Remove the antenna rod before washing your car at a car
wash. If the antenna rod is left attached, it may scratch the roof. Page You may experience
problems in receiving satellite radio signals in the follow- ing situations. If you are driving
northward in a coastal area You will notice that the XM satellite radio antenna is fixed to the
upper right hand corner of your windshield. The signal comes from the south and may not be
able to reach the antenna in some circumstances when you are driving north. Such devices may
cause the electronic control system to malfunction if they are incorrectly installed or if they are
not See the pages indicated in this section for operating details. Power and sound controls:
refer to page Radio operation: refer to page The radio is turned ON and OFF by pushing the dial,
and the volume is controlled by turning the dial. Page Audio mately 5 seconds. As the vehicle
speed increases, the audio vo- lume automatically increases to match the vehicle speed, in
order to create a pleasant listening environment even as the driving noise increases. Range of
levels Initial setting Turn counterclockwise In this mode, the radio scans through the radio band
until a station is found. The radio will stop at the station for 5 seconds while display- ing the
frequency, after which scanning will continue until the entire band has been scanned. Satellite
radio operation if equipped To receive satellite radio, it is necessary to install the SUBARU
genuine satellite receiver optional equipment and to enter into a contract. Page Band Selection
Audio you activate satellite radio and receive satellite radio customer support. NOTE For Sirius,
change the display to an indication mode other than the channel number after performing the
above How to preset channels 1. Select the desired channel. Press one of the preset buttons for
more than 1. Make sure to always insert a disc with the label side up. Page Audio! Inserting a
disc in a desired posi- tion 1. If the magazine in the player has an idle position where you can
insert a disc, the disc number indicator associated with the idle position will blink. If you fail to
insert any disc during each 15 seconds interval, the full disc loading mode will be canceled, and
the player will start playback of the disc inserted first. Each time you briefly press the button,
the mode changes in the following se- quences. Page Scan Audio format CD is playing. It randomly repeats the tracks in the folder. NOTE The display is designed to show titles for up to 24
characters. Ejecting a CD from the player Of the discs loaded, you can select and remove only
one disc. Use the disc select button to select the disc to be ejected. Page waveband will be
displayed. Also, some compact discs cannot be played. You cannot use a DualDisc in the CD
player. Page Audio there are deposits, wipe the disc surface from the center outward with a dry,
soft cloth. Be sure not to use a hard cloth, thinner, benzine, alcohol, etc. Do not use any disc
that is scratched, deformed, or cracked. Also, do not use any disc that has a non-standard
shape for example, a heart shape. Page Interior lights Dome light Cargo area light Map light Sun
visors Vanity mirror Storage compartment Glove box Center console Overhead console Rear
seat center table if equipped Coin tray Cup holders Front passenger cup holder Page Interior
Equipment The setting can be changed using the navigation monitor. DOOR: The light
illuminates when the rear gate is opened. The light remains illumi- nated for several seconds
and turns off after the rear gate is closed. OFF: The light remains off. Page Sun Visors The
setting can be changed using the navigation monitor. To use the vanity mirror, swing down the
sun visor and open the vanity mirror cover. Page Interior equipment To use as an armrest: 1. Tip
the console top forward from its vertical position. Push the armrest part of the console top
forward to the desired position. Adjust the position of the armrest to suit your driving position.
Avoid storing plastic or other heat-vulner- able or flammable articles such as a lighter in the
overhead console. Beverages, if hot, might burn you or your passengers. Spilled beverages

may also damage upholstery, carpets or audio equipment. Do not pick up a bottle from the
bottle holder or put a bottle in the holder while you are driving, as this may distract you and lead
to an accident. When placing a beverage in a door pocket, make sure it is capped. Page Interior
equipment Power outlet in the cargo area Accessory power outlets are provided below the
climate controls, in the center console and in the cargo area. To use the cigarette lighter, push
in the knob and wait a few moments. Clean them off using a toothbrush or another
narrow-ended implement. The floor mat is secured using the built-in grommets, by placing the
grommets over the pins and pushing them downward. Page Coat Hook Coat hook A coat hook
is attached to each side of the cargo area. Do no hang items on the coat hook that weigh 6 lbs 3
kg or more. Page To Remove The Cover Interior equipment of gas from the stays, which may
result in their inability to hold the rear gate open. If the vehicle is equipped with a reclining rear
seatback feature, when reclining the rear seatback, move the front cover backward so that the
cover is not damaged. Page Cargo Tie-Down Hooks both ends of the sleeve into the recesses of
the retainers. Cargo tie-down hooks The cargo area is equipped with four tie- down hooks so
that cargo can be secured with a cargo net or ropes. When using the tie-down hooks, turn them
down out of the storing recesses. Page Under-Floor Storage Compartment If Equipped Interior
equipment Under-floor storage compart- ment if equipped The storage compartment is located
under the floor of the cargo area, and it can be used to store small items. To open the lid, pull
the tab up. Always keep the lids closed while driving to reduce the risk of injury in the event of a
sudden stop or an accident. Page Starting And Operating Fuel Fuel requirements Fuel filler lid
and cap State emission testing U. Preparing to drive Starting the engine Manual transmission
model Automatic transmission model Stopping the engine Starting your vehicle Page Fuel Do
not be concerned if your vehicle sometimes knocks lightly when you drive up a hill or when you
accelerate. Contact your SUBARU dealer if you use a fuel with the specified octane rating and
your vehicle knocks heavily or persistently. In addition, some gasoline suppliers are now
producing reformulated gasolines, which are designed to reduce vehicle emissions. If you are
not sure what the fuel contains, you should ask your service station Page 1. To open the fuel
filler lid, pull the lid release lever up. WARNING Before opening the fuel filler cap, first touch the
vehicle body or a metal portion of the fuel pump or similar object to discharge any static
electricity that may be present If you use the wrong cap, it may not fit or have proper venting
and your fuel tank and emission control system may be damaged. Page State Emission Testing
U. Only State emission testing U. Otherwise, serious transmis- sion damage will result. Some
states have started using dynam Page Preparing To Drive. Preparing to drive You should
perform the following checks and adjustments every day before you start driving. Confirm that
all warning and indicator lights have gone off after the engine has started. Confirm that all
warning and indicator lights have gone out after the engine has started. The fuel injection
system auto- matically lowers the idle speed as the engine warms up. Do not remote start a
vehicle in an enclosed environment e. Prolonged op- eration of a motor vehicle in an enclosed
environment can cause a harmful build-up of Carbon Monoxide. Unlock the vehicle doors using
the keyless entry system. Page System Maintenance feature programming can be adjusted
using the following procedure. Page Starting and operating 1. Carefully pry the remote control
halves apart using a small flat-head screwdriver. Remove the circuit board from the bottom half
of the case and slide the white plastic battery holder out from under the battery tab releasing
the batteries. Page Manual Transmission Manual transmission The manual transmission is a
fully syn- chromeshed, 5-forward-speed and 1-re- verse-speed transmission. The shift pattern is
shown on the shift lever knob. When shifting from 5th gear to reverse gear, first return the shift
lever to the neutral position then shift into reverse gear. Page Driving Tips Starting and
operating Never exceed the posted speed limit. Failure to observe this precaution can lead to
engine over-revving and this in turn can result in engine damage. Such shifting may cause
damage to the transmis- sion. Avoid parking for a long time with the selector lever in any other
position as doing so could result in a dead Page Selector Lever Reverse Inhibiting Function
Starting and operating transmission is neutral; the vehicle will roll freely, even on the slightest
incline unless the parking brake or foot brake is on. Avoid coasting with the transmission in
neutral. During coasting, there is no engine brak- ing effect. The gear position indicator shows
the currently selected gear in the 1st-to-4th-gear range. Page Driving Tips In addition, sudden
application of engine braking caused by down shifting when the vehicle is travel- ling on a
slippery surface can lead to wheel locking; as a consequence, control of the vehicle may be lost
and the risk of an accident in- creased. Remove the screwdriver from the hole. Depress the
brake pedal and start the engine. Page Power Steering Power steering The power steering
system operates only when the engine is running. If you lose power steering assist because the
engine stops or the system fails to function, you can steer but it will take much more effort. The
warning light illuminates dur- ing driving. The warning light illuminates right after the engine is

started but turns off immediately, remaining off. The warning light remains on after the engine
has been started, but it turns off when the vehicle speed reaches approximately 8 mph Page
Vehicle Dynamics Control System 3. Release the parking brake. If both warning lights turn off,
the EBD system may be malfunctioning. If both warning lights illuminate again and stay
illuminated after the engine has The following precautions should be observed in order to
ensure that the Vehicle Dynamics Con- trol system is operating properly: â€” Page Vehicle
Dynamics Control System Monitor The following two situations could indicate a malfunction of
the Vehicle Dynamics Control system; if either should occur, have an authorized SUBARU
dealer carry out an inspection of that system at the first available opportunity. The indicator
light does not illuminate Page Vehicle Dynamics Control Off Switch minutes have passed to
allow the engine to heat up sufficiently. Models Do not inject any tire liquid or aerosol tire
sealant into the tires, as this may cause a malfunction of the tire pressure sensors. If the light
illuminates steadily after blinking for approximately 1 minute, promptly contact a SUBARU
dealer to have the system inspected. This may cause poor reception of the signals from the tire
pressure sen- sors, and the tire pressure monitor- ing system will not function prop- erly. Page
Starting and operating When parking on a hill, always turn the steering wheel. When the vehicle
is headed up the hill, the front wheels should be turned away from the curb. When facing
downhill, the front wheels should be turned into the curb. To prevent accidents when the
vehicle is parked on a slope, be sure to firmly set the parking brake. Cruise control Cruise
control enables you to maintain a constant vehicle speed without holding Depress the
accelerator pedal until the vehicle reaches the desired speed. Then release the accelerator
pedal. The vehicle will maintain the desired speed. Page Driving Tips New vehicle break-in
driving â€” the first 1, miles 1, km Fuel economy hints Engine exhaust gas carbon monoxide
Catalytic converter Periodic inspections Driving in foreign countries Driving tips for AWD
models On-pavement and off-road driving Winter driving Page New Vehicle Break-In Driving The First 1, Miles 1, Km Driving tips New vehicle break-in driving â€” the first 1, miles 1, The
performance and long life of your vehicle are dependent on how you handle and care for your
vehicle while it is new. Follow these instructions during the first 1, miles 1, km :. Page Catalytic
Converter misfiring, back- firing or incomplete combustion , have your vehicle checked and
repaired by an authorized SUBARU dealer. Do not apply undercoating or rust prevention
treatment to the heat shield of catalytic converter and the exhaust sys- tem. Page Periodic
Inspections Driving tips operates at very high tempera- tures. Keep everyone and flammable
materials away from the exhaust pipe while the engine is running. The exhaust gas is very hot.
Make certain that you and all of your passengers are wearing seatbelts. Remember that damage
done to your SUBARU while operating it off-road and not using common sense precautions
such as those listed above is not eligible for warranty coverage. Page Winter Driving Do not use
engine antifreeze or other substitutes because they may damage the paint of the vehicle. Its
freezing tem- perature varies according to how much it is diluted, as indicated in the following
table. Wiper operation when snowing Before driving in cold weather, make sure the wiper
blades are not frozen to the windshield or rear window. Page Tire Chains to an accident. In
winter, it may be possible to enhance performance through use of tires designed specifically for
winter driving conditions. When you carry something inside the vehicle, secure it whenever you
can to prevent it from being thrown around inside the vehicle during sudden stops, sharp turns
or in an accident. Do not pile heavy loads on the roof. Page Roof Molding And Crossbar If
Equipped Driving tips roof rail must be used together with the roof rack and any appro- priate
carrying attachment that may be needed. The roof rail must never be used alone to carry cargo.
Otherwise, damage to the roof or paint or a danger- ous road hazard due to loss of cargo could
result. Page Trailer Hitch Dealer Option! Installing carrying attachments on the crossbars When
installing any carrying attachment such as a bike carrier, ski carrier, kayak carrier, cargo basket,
etc. Page Connecting A Trailer. The standard bumper beam must be installed after you remove
the trailer hitch. In addition, be sure to follow the Under no circumstances should a trailer be
towed with a new vehicle or a vehicle with any new powertrain component en- gine,
transmission, differential, wheel bearings, etc. Gross Vehicle Weight GVW is the combined total
of the weight of the vehicle, driver, passengers, luggage, trailer hitch, trailer tongue load and
any other optional equipment installed on your vehicle. Page Driving tips! Tongue load Tongue
load Ensure that the trailer tongue load is from 8 to 11 percent of the total trailer weight and
does not exceed the maximum value of lbs 90 kg. Jack Bathroom scale The tongue load can be
weighed with a bathroom scale as shown in the illustration above. Page Trailer Hitches Choose
a proper hitch for your vehicle and trailer. If use of a non-genuine hitch is unavoid- able, be sure
the hitch is suited to your vehicle and trailer. Check for proper operation of the brake lights and
turn signal lights each time you hitch up. In the event your vehicle gets a flat tire when towing a
trailer, ask a commercial road service to repair the flat tire. If you carry a regular size spare tire

in your vehicle or trailer as a precaution against getting a flat tire, be sure that the spare Driving
on grades. Before going down a steep hill, slow Temporary spare tire if equipped Precautions
for AWD models with automatic transmission Maintenance tools Tool bag Under the cargo area
Flat tires Changing a flat tire Page Precautions For Awd Models With Automatic Transmission
install the conventional tire as soon as possible because the spare tire is de- signed only for
temporary use. Check the inflation pressure of the tem- porary spare tire periodically to keep
the tire ready for use. The correct pressure is 60 psi kPa, 4. The All-Wheel-Drive capability of the
vehicle has now been deactivated. Page Flat Tires In case of emergency Flat tires If you have a
flat tire while driving, never brake suddenly; keep driving straight ahead while gradually
reducing speed. Then slowly pull off the road to a safe place. Page Notch Valve hole 7. If your
vehicle has wheel covers, insert a wheel cover remover into the notch on the opposite side of
the valve hole and pry the wheel cover to remove it. Loosen the wheel nuts using the wheel nut
wrench but do not remove the nuts. Page In case of emergency Before putting the spare tire on,
clean the mounting surface of the wheel and hub with a cloth. Put on the spare tire. Replace the
wheel nuts. Tighten them by hand. Do not inject any tire liquid or Do not let it come in contact
with the eyes, skin, clothing or the vehicle. If battery fluid gets on you, thoroughly flush the
exposed area with water immediately. Get medical help if the fluid has entered your eyes.
Observe the following procedures for safety. Use only the specified towing hook and tie-down
hook. Never use suspension parts or other parts of the body for towing or tie-down purposes.
Use a hitch ball and follow the instructions below when towing. The weight of the object being
towed must be less than the weight of the vehicle. Page Using A Flat-Bed Truck Front tie-down
hooks: The front tie-down hooks are located between each of the front tires and the front
bumper. Rear tie-down hooks: The rear tie-down hooks are located near each of the jack-up
reinforcements. Page Rear Gate - If The Rear Gate Cannot Be Opened Rear gate â€” if the rear
gate cannot be opened In the event that you cannot open the rear gate by operating the power
door locking switches or the remote keyless entry system, you can open it from inside the
cargo area. Page In case of emergency 2. Insert a hex-head wrench in the end of the motor
shaft. To close the moonroof, turn the wrench counterclockwise. Page Appearance Care
Exterior care Waxing and polishing Cleaning aluminum wheels Corrosion protection To help
prevent corrosion Appearance care Cleaning the interior When washing the vehicle, the brakes
may get wet. As a result, the brake stopping distance will be longer. To dry the brakes, drive the
vehicle at a safe speed while lightly pressing the brake pedal to heat up the brakes. NOTE Be
careful not to block the windshield washer nozzles with wax when waxing the vehicle. Repair
chips and scratches in the paint as soon as you find them. Page Cleaning The Interior If your
SUBARU is to be parked for a long time in bright sunlight, it is recommended that the seats and
headrests be covered, or the windows shaded, to prevent fading or shrinkage. If the navigation
monitor is extremely dirty, clean it with a soft cloth moistened with neutral detergent then
carefully wipe off any remaining detergent. Page Maintenance And Service Maintenance
schedule Maintenance precautions Before checking or servicing in the engine compartment
When you do checking or servicing in the engine compartment while the engine is running
Engine hood Engine compartment overview Non-turbo models Turbo models Engine oil Tire
inspection Tire pressures and wear Wheel balance Wear indicators Tire rotation direction mark
Tire rotation Tire replacement Wheel replacement Wheel covers if equipped Aluminum wheels If
you perform maintenance and service by yourself, you should familiarize yourself with the
information provided in this section on general maintenance and service for your SUBARU.
Always stop the engine and set the parking brake firmly to pre- vent the vehicle from moving.
Page Engine Hood Engine hood To open the hood: 1. If the wiper blades are lifted off the
windshield, return them to their original position. Pull the hood release knob under the
instrument panel. Release the secondary hood release by moving the lever between the front
grille and the hood toward the left. If you check the oil level just after stopping the engine, wait a
few minutes for the oil to drain back into the oil pan before checking the level. Just after driving
or while the engine is warm, the engine oil level reading may be in a range between the upper
level and the notch mark. Page Maintenance and service Turbo models 7. Remove the oil filter
with an oil filter wrench. Before installing a new oil filter, apply a thin coat of engine oil to the
seal. Clean the rubber seal seating area of the bottom of engine and install the oil filter by hand
turning. Change the engine coolant and add genuine SUBARU cooling system condi- tioner
using the following procedures according to the maintenance schedule. Page Fill up to this
level 5. Slowly pour the coolant and fill up to just below the filler neck, allowing enough room to
add genuine SUBARU cooling system conditioner in the radiator. If it is not used, there is the
possibility of causing a negative effect to the engine. Un- der extremely dusty conditions,
replace it more frequently. Non-turbo models Connector Clip Clamp Turbo models 1. Use a
screwdriver to undo the clips on the air intake duct, then remove the air intake duct. Connector

Clip 2. Unplug the connector that is attached to the top of the air cleaner case. Unsnap the two
clips holding the air cleaner case cover. Page Spark Plugs It may be difficult to replace the
spark plugs. Page Manual Transmission Oil 98 N, 10 kgf midway between the pulleys by using a
spring scale. The belt deflec- tion should be the amount specified. Never use different brands
together. Pull out the level gauge again and check the oil level on it. If it is below the lower level,
add oil to bring the level up to the upper level. Page Recommended Grade And Viscosity. If the
vehicle requires frequent refilling, there may be an oil leak. If the fluid level is extremely low, it
may indicate possible leakage. Page Recommended Fluid. If the vehicle requires frequent
refilling, there may be a leak. When adding brake fluid, be care- ful not to allow any dirt into the
reservoir. Page Recommended Brake Fluid. Never use different brands of clutch fluid together.
When clutch fluid is added, be careful not to allow any dirt into the tank. With the engine off,
depress the brake pedal several times, applying the same pedal force each time. The distance
the pedal travels should not vary. Page Brake Pedal 2 lbf 10 N, 1 kgf. After replacement, the new
parts must be broken in as follows. Brake pad and lining The factory-fitted tires are all-season
tires. All season tires All season tires are designed to provide an adequate measure of traction,
handling and braking performance in year-round driving including snowy and icy road
conditions. While the vehicle is driven, friction be- tween tires and the road surface causes the
tires to warm up. If the light illuminates steadily after blinking for approximately one minute,
promptly contact a SUBARU dealer to have the system inspected. The air pressure in a tire
increases by approximately 4. The tires are considered cold when the vehicle has been parked
for at least 3 hours or has been driven less than 1 mile 1. Also have them adjusted after tire
repairs and after tire rotation. Page Tire Rotation Direction Mark Maintenance and service cause
the vehicle to hydroplane. The resulting loss of vehicle control can lead to an accident. NOTE
For safety, inspect tire tread regularly and replace the tires before their tread wear indicators
become visible. Page Tire Replacement You are advised to replace the tires with new ones that
are identical to those fitted as standard equip- ment. All four tires must be the same in Page
Wheel Covers If Equipped. Never let the wheel rub against sharp protrusions or curbs. When
wheel nuts, balance weights, or the center cap is replaced, be sure to replace them with genuine
SUBARU parts designed for aluminum wheels. Page Windshield Washer Fluid In areas where
water freezes in winter, use an anti-freeze type windshield washer fluid. Page Replacement Of
Wiper Blades Maintenance and service a different concentration from the one used previously,
purge the old fluid from the piping between the reservoir tank and washer nozzles by operating
the washer for a certain period of time. Otherwise, if the concentration of the fluid remaining in
the piping is too low for the outside temperature, it may freeze and block the nozzles. Raise the
wiper arm off the windshield. Open the cover Pull down the wiper blade 2. Remove the wiper
blade assembly by opening the cover and pulling it down in the direction shown in the
illustration. Page Rear Window Wiper Blade Assembly Maintenance and service grooves in the
rubber and slide the blade rubber assembly into the support until it locks. Claw Stopper 4. Be
sure to position the claws at the end of the support between the stoppers on the rubber as
shown. If the rubber is not retained properly, the wiper blade may scratch the windshield. Pull
out the end of the blade rubber assembly to unlock it from the plastic support. Pull the blade
rubber assembly out of the plastic support. Metal spines 3. If the new blade rubber is not
provided with two metal spines, remove the metal spines from the old blade rubber and install
them in the new blade rubber. Page Battery Maintenance and service ends. If the rubber is not
retained properly, the wiper may scratch the rear window glass. Before beginning work on or
near any battery, be sure to extinguish all cigarettes, matches, and light- ers. Page Upper level
Lower level It is unnecessary to periodically check the battery fluid level or periodically refill
with distilled water. However, if the battery fluid level is below the lower level, remove the cap.
Fill to the upper level with distilled water. Page Main Fuse 6. If the same fuse blows again, this
indicates that its system has a problem. Main fuse Main fuse box The main fuses are designed
to melt Such accessories may cause the electronic system to malfunction if they are incorrectly installed or if they are not suited for the vehicle. It may be difficult to replace the bulbs.
Page 4. Disconnect the electrical connector from the bulb. Remove the bulb from the headlight
assembly by turning it counterclockwise. Replace the bulb with a new one. At this time, do not
touch the bulb surface. To install the bulb to the headlight assembly, turn it clockwise until it
clicks. Page Position Light 3. Install the bulb socket by turning it clockwise. Using a Phillips
screwdriver, remove the upper and lower screws that secure the rear combination light
assembly. Page License Plate Light 3. Remove the bulb socket from the rear combination light
assembly by turning it counterclockwise. Pull the bulb out of the bulb socket and replace it with
a new one. Set the bulb socket into the rear combination light assembly and turn it clockwise
until it locks. Page Other Bulbs 2. Pull the bulb out of the socket. Install a new bulb. Reinstall
the lens. Page Specifications Electrical system Wheel alignment Fuses and circuits Page

Specifications Specifications These specifications are subject to change without notice. Using a
bulb of different wattage could result in a fire. Page Vehicle Identification Vehicle identification
Specifications Vehicle identification number Emission control label Tire inflation pressure label
Certification label Vehicle identification number plate Model number label Fuel label Air
conditioner label Page Consumer information and Reporting safety defects For U.
Recommended tire inflation pressure Glossary of tire terminology Tire care â€” maintenance
and safety p ractices Vehicle load limit â€” how to determine Determining compatibility of tire
and vehicle load capacities Page Example: 6 Load Index: A numerical code which specifies the
maximum load a tire can carry at the speed indicated by its speed symbol, at maximum inflation
pressure. Page Consumer information and Reporting safety defects! Maximum load rating The
load rating at the maximum permissible weight load for this tire. Example: U. Page Consumer
information and Reporting safety defects ing on a vehicle. Light truck LT tire A tire designated
by its manufac- turer as primarily intended for use on lightweight trucks or multipur- pose
passenger vehicles. Load rating The maximum load that a tire is rated to carry for a given
inflation pressure. Page sory weight, including heavy duty brakes, ride levelers, roof rack, heavy
duty battery, and special trim. Radial ply tire A pneumatic tire in which the ply cords that extend
to the beads are laid at substantially 90 degrees to the centerline of the tread. Recommended
inflation pres- sure The cold inflation pressure recom Page Consumer information and
Reporting safety defects accessory weight, and normal oc- cupant weight distributed in accordance with Table 1 that is ap- pended to the end of this section and dividing by 2. Wheel-holding
fixture The fixture used to hold the wheel and tire assembly securely during testing. At the same
time, check the tires for abnormal wear. Inspect the tire tread regularly and replace the tires
before their tread wear indicators become visi- ble. Page Calculate the available load ca- pacity.
The total weight now exceeds the capacity weight by 92 lbs 42 kg , so the cargo weight must be
reduced by 92 lbs 42 kg or more. Example 2A Vehicle capacity weight of the vehicle is lbs kg ,
which is indicated on the vehicle placard Consumer information and Reporting safety defects
Page Determining Compatibility Of Tire And Vehicle Load Capacities Consumer information and
Reporting safety defects occupants to three , and a child restraint system weighing 11 lbs 5 kg
is installed in the vehicle for the child to use, the calculations are as follows. Calculate the total
weight. Calculate the available load ca- pacity. Page Steps For Determining Correct Load Limit
Suspension, bearings, axles and other body parts could break or experience accelerated wear
that will shorten vehicle life. Tires could fail. Tread separation could occur. Tire could separate
from its rim. Page Treadwear Consumer information and Reporting safety defects form to
Federal Safety Require- ments in addition to these grades. Page Reporting Safety Defects U.
Page Index Index Page Replacing Page Index Daytime running light system Page Front seats
Forward and backward adjustment Page Index Interior lights Page Manual transmission Page
Index Wiper blades Page Tilt Page Index System This manual is also suitable for: Forester. Print
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